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New university brand brings new logo
BY MATTHEW BECKMAN
beckmanma@mnstate.edu

MSUM has dropped the Dragon
and carries the torch of wisdom,
academically speaking.
MSUM’s branding and logo
have gone through an overhaul
over the summer, now being
unveiled campus-wide.
After several different ad
campaigns in recent years.
MSUM decided to move forward
with a new branding that was
more unified and clean.

“Before you go into creating a
new logo or new visual identity
for any university, it’s very
important to make sure the
research is done to understand
your positioning and what sets
you apart,” said Jeremy Johnson,
director of admissions and interim
marketing director. “In the past,
the university has attempted to
create different identities and
hasn’t done the research behind
it.”
The Dragon mascot being solely

associated with athletics last
spring was a reaction of the new
branding design process.
MSUM was the only campus
that used their sports mascot
in their academic logo among
regional universities considered
competitors. Nearby NDSU
and Concordia, as well as a few
throughout the state, including
St. Cloud State University,
Minnesota State University
Mankato and University of
Minnesota,
all
distinguish

between academics and athletics.
“Going into this, it certainly
wasn’t that we knew we were
going to have athletics have their
own logo,” Johnson said.
“When we surveyed all of our
competitors; every single one
of them differentiated between
athletics and academics. Then on
top of it with athletics being seen
as our biggest weakness across
all audiences, it was a pretty
clear-cut indication we should be
LOGO, PAGE 9

The new logo

Convenience increased for Veterans Center Sisters

DIY with
Etsy
BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

CHRISTINA GRINOLDS • grinoldsch@mnstate.edu

The new Veterans Resource center, located in Flora Frick, offers help and support to students who served in the military.

BY JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

The Veterans Resource Center at MSUM has been relocated and
revamped to better serve student veterans.
Since opening in 2007, the center has had several different locations
including second floor Owens, which was inconvenient for students
needing an elevator, and the library, which lacked a proper amount of
space.
Now located in Flora Frick 149, the center is more convenient for
student veterans who want a quiet place to do homework or hang out
between classes.

New area offers a central location for Vet Club

“The new space offers more room where the Vet Club will hold
meetings,” said Joe Butler, President of MSUM Vet Club and student
aide for the Veterans Resource Center.
With a central location for the club to meet, Butler hopes more
people will get involved. The club, which focuses on networking and
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camaraderie, is fairly new to the campus, but Butler is hoping for more
than 30 active people this year.
“We already have two,” he laughed as he looked at Matt Sandau, who
is also a student aide for the Veterans Resource Center.
“You don’t need to be a veteran to join. If you support veterans, you
can join the club,” Butler said.

More space offers more comfort for vets and friends

The center is for students who have served or are serving, but Butler
and Sandau said any student is more than welcome to call or stop in the
center and say “hi.” The center is open Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Butler and Sandau said more than a dozen students stop by each day.
The center gives them a place to bond with other veterans who are
facing the same challenges.
“It offers a place for vets to come study, hang out, play Xbox and
watch TV,” Butler said.
VETERANS CENTER, BACK PAGE
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Three sisters, originally from
Pelican Rapids, Minn., share
more than DNA.
Kaija, Chelsea and Lexie
Thorson share a passion for
designing and creating unique
jewelry, and Etsy, a website
based on the inventiveness of
individual sellers, provides the
perfect opportunity to showcase
their creations.
Etsy, founded in Brooklyn in
2005, has become an internet
hub for hobbyists and a creative
cove for connoisseurs of all
things arts and crafts. The do-ityourself mentality has evolved
into a sell-it-yourself business
plan for millions of crafty
entrepreneurs.
Etsy has made it possible, in
an easy and efficient manner, to
reach thousands of new customers
without having to spend big bucks
on advertising.
The eldest of the three sisters,
Kaija Thorson was the first
to begin her jewelry-making
journey. A 2006 graduate of
MSUM, she earned a degree
in university studies and is a
full-time graphic designer for
Scheels All Sports. Kaija is also
a freelance illustrator on the side.
Inspired by her mother’s
handmade jewelry business in
the ’80s, Kaija turned to jewelry
as a means of additional income
during her college career.
“I started making jewelry after
my freshman year of college
as a way to help pay for school
expenses,” Kaija said.
“Being an art student, this
ETSY, PAGE 6
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ampus
alendar

9.8-9.14

9.8

9.9

6 p.m.- College NightFargodome
7:30 p.m. - Second CityHansen Theatre
10:30 a.m. - Tharaldson
Volleyball TournamentNemzek Fieldhouse
Noon-1:30 p.m.- 9/11
Ceremony-Campus Mall
7-11 p.m.- Swing dance
club- CMU Underground
4 p.m.- Women’s soccerMSUM Soccer Field

9.10 10:30 a.m.- Tharaldson

volleyball tournament
Noon-4 p.m.- Japan Club
BBQ Party- Outside
Snarr Hall
12 p.m.-MSUM football

9.12 6-7:30 a.m.-Lap Swim-

Nemzek pool
8-10 p.m.- Open SwimNemzek pool

9.14 11 a.m.-3 p.m.-Dragon

Fest-Campus mall
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Rebels surround Gaddafi
stronghold

McGee’s research
submitted as best paper

Rebel fighters in Libya
amassed outside Bani Walid, Col.
Muammar Gaddafi’s hometown,
on Tuesday, ready for battle,
as negotiations over the town’s
surrender had earlier appeared to
have broken down.
The National Transitional
Council fighters have given
Gaddafi’s loyalists two deadlines
to surrender, and thousands of
troops were reported outside the
town, located about 90 miles
from Tripoli.
Meanwhile, U.S. officials said
Gaddafi did not appear to be
part of the convoy of Libyan
leaders who defected to Niger on
Tuesday.
The U.S. ambassador to Niger,
Bisa Williams, said she had
spoken to Niger’s government
about the convoy, and that the
U.S. had “strongly urged” that
the convoy be detained.
Members of the rebel forces
raided the houses of suspected
supporters of Gaddafi on
Tuesday in search of top officials
and the deposed leader himself.
Late Tuesday, Reuters reported
that Gaddafi was last tracked
in southern Libya, heading for
Niger or Chad.

Operation
Management’s
Pam McGee’s joint research
with Drs. Mark Doggett and
Sophia Scott on “Toward a
Technology Management Core:
Defining What the Technology
Manager Needs to Know” has
been accepted after peer review
as an ATMAE 2011 Conference
Proceedings paper.
The paper was ranked as the top
paper in the management track
and will now be submitted to the
“Best Conference Proceedings
Paper” process, and the winner
will be announced at the 2011
ATMAE Conference Awards
Banquet.
This
award
includes
recognition with a personalized
plaque and a cash prize. Of 41
submissions, 20 were accepted,
an acceptance rate of 49 percent.
These 20 accepted ATMAE 2011
Conference Proceedings papers
represent less than 11 percent
of all 189 accepted conference
presentations.
Each paper was read and
reviewed by a panel of at
least three ATMAE member
volunteers in a double-blind
peer-review process.

Obama disapproval tops
50 percent
A new Wall Street Journal/
NBC News poll shows President
Obama’s disapproval rating
topping 50 percent for the first
time in his presidency, with 44
percent of respondents approving
of his job and 51 percent
disapproving.
A separate Washington Post–
ABC News poll also shows
more than half of respondents
disapproving of Obama’s job as
president. The WSJ/NBC poll
shows a generic Republican
candidate leading Obama for the
first time. “Obama is no longer
the favorite to win reelection,”
said Peter D. Hart, the Democratic
pollster who conducted the
survey.
President Obama will hope to
begin turning things around when
he lays out his new jobs plan
before Congress on Thursday.

Texas fires char 1,000
homes

The wildfire currently raging
in Texas’s Bastrop County near
Austin is the worst single blaze in
the state’s history: it has burned
1,000 homes so far, more than
any fire previously in the state.
The fire — one of 63 currently
burning in Texas — has scorched
100,000 acres so far, fueled in part
by strong winds from Tropical
Storm Lee.
Gov. Rick Perry returned from
presidential campaigning to offer
assistance and said he would seek
a federal-disaster declaration.
News briefs taken from The Daily Beast

Lisa Nawrot presents at
European conference

Lisa Nawrot, psychology,
presented research at the
European Conference on Visual
Perception in Toulouse, France
this past week. While in Toulouse,
Lisa travelled to the small village
of St. Sernin sur Rance in the
Aveyron region to visit the site
where “Victor the Wild Child”
was discovered in 1800.

Kim Mollberg earns
CMA designation
Kim
Mollberg,
School
of Business, has earned
the Certified Management
Accountant designation from
the Institute of Management
Accountants.
Accountants who earn the
CMA have displayed proficiency
in many facets of accounting
and financial management. This
is demonstrated by completion
of a nationwide comprehensive
examination on accounting
and related subjects, meeting
an experience requirement and
agreeing to comply with the
standards of ethical conduct for
management accountants.

Curriculum Center
adds new materials to
collection

Everyone
interested
in
resources for Pre K-12 students is
invited to stop in the Curriculum
Materials Center, second floor of
the library, to view new materials
recently added to the collection.
These range from children’s
books to textbooks, media, and
related teaching resources. The
display will be available through
Sept. 16.

Greg Lemke
8/30/2011
Report of a fight occurring near
A-1 Lot. Moorhead PD responded,
and cited a MSUM student
for theft. Student had stolen a
Concordia beanie. Beanie was
not recovered.
Auto boot placed on vehicle in
Wellness Center reserved spots.
One student referred to Campus
Judicial for fraud/stolen permit.
8/31/2011
Medical in Nelson. MSUM
staff member got sawdust in his
eye. Transported by independent
party to Essentia Health.
Parking complaint in Wellness
Center reserved spot. No
violations observed upon Public
Safety arrival.
Elevator emergency in Nelson.
Two residents trapped. Elevator
company responded and was able
to free those trapped.

CAA team visits campus
Sept. 29-30
The
speech
language
pathology graduate program
is in the process of receiving
reaccreditation from the Council
on Academic Accreditation. On
Sept. 29 and 30, a team from
CAA will visit the program.
As part of that process,
comments from persons in the
public familiar with the program
and clinic are requested. If
interested in providing a
comment, please see instructions
at www.mnstate.edu/slhs.

Marijuana odor complaint in
Nelson. Public Safety was unable
to detect odor upon arrival.
9/1/2011
911 hang-up call resulting in
a medical call at the library.
Female was transported to
Sanford Health with abdominal
pain.
9/2/2011
Medical in Grantham. Of age
male was intoxicated and had
cut his finger. FM Ambulance
responded but male refused
transport.
Odor investigation in Nelson.
Moorhead PD responded and
cited one for possession of drug
paraphernalia. Three referred
to Campus Judicial for drug/
narcotics violations.

Library running trial
of new periodicals,
e-book database
The library is running a trial
of a new periodicals and e-book
database from noted European
publisher,
Springer.
This
database indexes thousands of
periodicals and e-books across all
disciplines, as well as thousand
of protocols for the sciences. The
trial runs until Nov. 23, 2011.
Students are encouraged to make
use of this database until then; go
to the library website.

iMac boxes available

MSUM briefs taken from Dragon Digest.

Several empty iMac boxes are
available to anyone who may need
them. They are in the hallway by
the IT Office on second floor in
the library.

HAVE SCHOOL
LOANS?
Become an AmeriCorps Member
at the YMCA and receive

$2,775
towards your education
after a year of service!

Learn More & Apply at:

ymcacassclay.org/americorps

A&E
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I love TV shows: what to look for this year
Fall Line-up
BY TAYLOR WILSON
wilsonly@mnstate.edu

I love TV shows. I’m proud
to admit it. I love how they pull
you in, and how the characters
push you to question everything.
In television, you get to jump
into the life of someone else;
to feel what they feel, to cry
when they cry, and to celebrate
their triumphs. Somehow the
characters become a part of you.
Most of us will remember
the cult icon Sarah Michelle
Gellar from “Buffy the Vampire
Slayer.” Fans can rejoice because
this fall, Gellar will play not one,
but two lead roles in the new
show, “Ringer” from the CW
network. This will be her first
time back on the TV screen in
eight years.
“Ringer” has a twisting, turning
plot that will keep viewers on the
edge of their seats. Bridget, a
stripper and addict, is the only
witness in a high-profile murder.
Now she is on the run, trying
to leave her old life behind.
Bridget runs to New York to
be reunited with her twin sister,
Siobhan, whose life at first
appears magical. After Siobhan
mysteriously disappears, Bridget
decides to take her place, only to
realize that Siobhan’s life may be
just as dangerous as her own.
Another fan favorite, Rachel
Bilson — who played Summer
Roberts on “The O.C.”— will
be returning this fall in the new

show, “Hart of Dixie.” Zoe Hart is
a new doctor who just graduated
at the top of her class. Through a
turn of events she finds herself in
Bluebell, Ala., where the doctor

tvlistings.zap2it.com/tv/ringer/
EP01420286

she came to work for has passed
away, leaving her his half of
the practice. Hart must now deal
with a small town of not-alwayswelcoming individuals and
perhaps learn a little more about
herself in the process.
Fairy tales take the stage this
October with NBC’s “Grimm”
and ABC’s “Once Upon a Time.”
Jennifer Morrison stars in the
new show, “Once Upon a Time,”
from the executive producers of
“Lost.” Emma Swan (Morrison)
has the perfect life, until Henry,
the son she gave up at birth, finds
her and tells a fantastical tale.
Henry believes Emma is Snow
White and Prince Charming’s lost
daughter and that she was sent to
this world to protect her from the
evil queen’s curse. While Emma
doesn’t believe Henry, she does
decide to stay in Storybrooke,

Henry’s strange little town, and
soon begins to realize he may
have been telling the truth all
along. This magical story brings
you into a world where the fairy
tales you read as a kid are real
and the characters have simply
forgotten who they were. In an
epic battle of good and evil, who
will win? Only time will tell.
ABC brings us a need for
vengeance in the new show
“Revenge.” Emily Thorne, who
is played by Emily Van Camp,
a young wealthy stranger to
the Hamptons. Making friends
and blending in is surprisingly
easy for Thorne. Perhaps this
is because Emily is not really
a stranger; she’s come to get
revenge on the people who ruined
her family’s life and reputation.
It will be an hour of drama and
plot twists, mixed with a whole
lot of vengeance.
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Young Love-Mat Kearney

It’s an upbeat album from a
fantastic artist. With great songs
like “Hey Mama” and “Young,
Dumb and In Love,” it’s
definitely an album to check out.

Simple Math-Manchester
Orchestra

Chief-Eric Church

Codes and Keys-Death Cab
for Cutie

Arctic Monkeys-Suck it and
See

Jay-Z and Kanye WestWatch the Thrones

c

A move in a different direction,
Manchester Orchestra really
stepped up their game with their
third full-length album.
If you like country music, you
can’t help but like Eric Church.
Every song is a potential hit on
this album.

Death Cab has matured, and it’s
evident on this album. Apparently
his marriage to Zooey Deschanel
has matured lead singer Ben
Gibbard.
Lyrically the best album of the
summer. It’s the best musically
too.

A complete fluff album
in very competent hands. For
parties only.

“Once Upon a Time,” “The Good
Wife,” “Pan Am”

Mondays

“Gossip Girls,” “Harts of Dixie,”
“Dancing with the Stars” “Castle,”
“Hawaii Five-O,” “The Playboy Club”

Tuesdays

“Glee,” “NCIS,” “90210,” “Ringer,”
“Unforgetable”

Wednesdays “Criminal Minds,” “Revenge”
Thursdays

“Vampire Diaries,” “Charlie’s
Angels,” “Persons of Interest,”
“Bones,” Grey’s Anatomy,” “The
Mentalist”

Fridays

“Nikita,” “Supernatural,” “Fringe”

tvlistings.zap2it.com/tv/revenge/
EP01419525

With new shows comes an array
of renewed fan favorites. This
TV SHOWS, BACK PAGE

Advo staff's summer album picks
On those late Tuesday nights
when the Advocate staff is
rushing to finish the layout, we
listen to music. We gathered
our favorite summer albums
to share.

Sundays

Wednesday, September 14
THE JOHNNY HOLM BAND
7PM Show • Ages 18+
The Hub (Outdoors)
Wednesday, September 14
E
DEAD MAN WINTER w/ HALEY
& THE RYDELS
9PM Show • Ages 21+
The Aquarium

Saturday, September 17
MIDDLE CLASS RUT w/ UME
& LITE BRITE
5:30PM Show • All Ages
The Aquarium

Thursday, September 22
JEREMIH w/ BIG REENO
7PM Show • All Ages
The Venue @ The Hub
Sunday, September 18
WE CAME AS ROMANS with
MISS MAY I, OF MICE AND MEN,
6:30PM Show • All Ages TEXAS IN JULY, CLOSE TO HOME
& THE SUIT
The Venue @ The Hub
Saturday, September 24
FLOYD
SKATTERMAN w/ MYNK
& PROPERTY SIX
10PM Show • All Ages
The Aquarium

Saturday, October 1
HAWTHORNE HEIGHTS
guests
5:30PM Show • All Ages specialVIFOLLY,
RUNNING ON EMPTY,
The Aquarium & BLACKBEARD IS MY COPILOT

Sunday, October 2
JAMES MCMURTRY w/ JONNY
BURKE
8PM Show • Ages 21+
The Aquarium

Tuesday, October 4
THE NORTHERN
JONATHAN TYLER &LIGHTS
9PM Show • Ages 21+
The Aquarium

Saturday, October 8
WILLIAMS & REE
7:30PM Show • All Ages
Fargo Theatre
Wednesday, October 12
JO KOY as seen on CHELSEA LATELY
8PM Show • Mature Audiences
Fargo Theatre

TRAILER PARK BOYS • Monday, October 3 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre • SOLD OUT
THE TEMPTATIONS • Sunday, October 16 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
ANDRE NICKATINA • Friday, October 21 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
MIKE POSNER • Tuesday, November 1 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
40oz TO FREEDOM • Wednesday, November 9 • Ages 21+ • The Aquarium
ROY CLARK • Sunday, November 13 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
TECH N9NE • Tuesday, November 15 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
WOOKIEFOOT w/ JON WAYNE • Friday, November 18 • Ages 21+ • The Venue @ The Hub
GEAR DADDIES • Friday, November 25 • Ages 21+ • The Venue @ The Hub
AWAY IN THE BASEMENT (A Church Basement Ladies Christmas) • Nov. 25-27 • 5 Shows • Fargo Theatre
FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH • Tuesday, December 13 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
THE NEW STANDARDS • Thursday, December 22 • All Ages • FM Community Theatre

Tickets for all shows are available at
(located at 300
Broadway; open M-F 12-6PM), by phone (701) 205-3182 & online at:
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Advocate Editorial Board

Public education should be
protected, strengthened
Over the weekend, Republican presidential nominee
Michele Bachmann made some unfortunate remarks
about public education, specifically claiming that she
would shut down the U.S. Department of Education.
It is not normally the habit of The Advocate Editorial
Board to discourage support of a specific politician.
However, as the official newspaper of a publicly funded
institution of higher education, we find it necessary to
express how unwise Bachmann’s opposition to public
education is.
In 1993, Bachmann resigned as board director of a
publicly funded charter school after complaints about
the schools increasingly Christian curriculum, which was
in violation of state law. Following her resignation, she
began speaking against state-level standards of education.
In this instance, Bachmann’s comments are specifically
aimed at the national Department of Education. However,
in the past few years we have seen public education
weakened at a state level with major budget cuts. These
came despite the best available evidence predicting that
such cuts will only hurt Minnesota economically in the
future.
Education has been one of the most cherished human
rights for centuries. A strong system of public education
ensures that the nation’s children, especially those less
fortunate, are given an opportunity to reach their full
potential. Furthermore, a functioning democracy relies
on an educated public, and not just those who can afford
an education.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and
must include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Do you think
interesting thoughts?
Share them with other
college humans.
Contact Matt at
lechma@mnstate.edu

A meeting for potential
columnists will be held
Thursday, Sept. 8 at 5:00
in CMU 110

Illustration by Grant Ertl

Meeting new meat

BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu

I’m an NPR listener. I’m also
a bit smug. As I don’t think
I’m extraordinary in any
way, I’m going to go ahead
and say I’m representative of
most NPR listeners, and that
many of us are smug.
Demographically, it may
be true that NPR listeners
are more educated than the
average American. This, I
found out, doesn’t mean that
a majority of the people who
comment on NPR’s Facebook
page won’t write absolute
nonsense.
Recently, NPR ran a story
on scientists who are trying
to find a way to grow meat
in a lab that was molecularly
indistinguishable
from
traditional meat and asked the
Facebook community if they
would eat lab-grown meat.
The answers demonstrated
that, despite the best efforts
of Republican presidential
candidates to monopolize
scientific ignorance, there is
plenty of it to go around.
First of all, of course you
would eat it — it’s the
exact same meat. I love
hamburgers,
so
despite
being completely convinced

that vegetarianism is the
only logically defensible
position — environmentally
and ethically — I still eat
hamburgers multiple times a
week. Death-free meat would
be amazing.
However,
I
found
it
genuinely worrisome when
someone
named
Laura
commented, “Science has its
place but not in artifically(sic)
enhancing or creating my
food,” and someone named

been used by corporations
to increase profits and create
monopolies, sometimes to the
detriment of the environment.
But when DDT was found
to be poisonous to wildlife
50 years ago it was, in fact,
scientists who sounded the
alarm. It was not hippies.
Furthermore, it is a delusion
to think that we will be
able to feed exploding
populations by returning
to completely natural and

“Using Netflix to watch several
documentaries on the food industry does
not qualify a person to spot abuses of
science.”
Dana exclaimed: “Don’t eat
GMO’s and certainly won’t
eat Lab Meat!”
Comments like these were
the norm, and they exhibit
the alarming tendency of a
certain brand of liberal to
mistrust science and link it to
evil corporations.
Generally
speaking,
conservatives
sour
on
science for religious or freemarket reasons. Liberals do
so for anti-corporate or pronature reasons. I personally
find the liberal side more
understandable, but they’re
both irrational.
Here’s the thing: Using
Netflix to watch several
documentaries on the food
industry does not qualify
a person to spot abuses of
science. Neither does knowing
the name “Monsanto” nor
what “GMO” stands for.
It’s true that science has

organic agriculture. One
comment said that if we only
“respected the earth more”
and “return to producing
food locally” we would have
all the food we would need.
Buying local is great if you
live in an affluent Twin Cities
suburb, but it doesn’t work
terribly well in Somalia.
Having a negative kneejerk reaction to stories of
scientific achievement is
about as wrong-headed an
attitude a person can have.
Modern civilization owes
more to the scientific method
than anything else a person
can think of. Ruling out
scientific advances in food
production rules out the
solutions to our problems.
To read more from this
writer,
visit his blog at
mattlech.blogspot.com

Thursday, Sept. 8, 2011
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Fashion distress: it runs in the jeans

BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

School has begun once
again. Welcome back, kids
(I can say that now, I’m a
senior). As everyone knows,
you have to get something
new for school every year.
Whether you get a new
haircut, a new pair of jeans, a
new BIC pen or a new Barbie
folder — which I did buy for
myself — you have to get
something.
Even for the majority of us
college-agers, we somehow
feel the need to look a tad
different than the previous
semester. This desire to
impress, surprise or remind
people of how edgy or cute
we are can become depressing
when we realize how little
we’ve actually changed. I
have come to full terms with
the fact that I sported blunt
bangs and long, non-layered
hair beginning at the tender
age of 7 years young.
My best advice for anyone
needing closet counseling
is to steer clear of unsound
fashion advice that could have
been written by 12 year olds
who are turning into carbon
copies of their unnaturally
tan, valley-girl speaking and
manicured mothers. This is

more difficult than it may
seem to the untrained eye.
Allure magazine recently
had an article on the “10
Hottest New Fall Hair
Ideas.” I scoffed as I clicked

this article — and, according
to guys, hehe! — “Hip, edgy
jeans make him think you’re
too cool for school.” We
don’t want that, or do we? Is
that good or bad? Am I really

“Steer clear of unsound fashion advice
that could have been written by 12-yearolds who are turning into carbon copies of
their unnaturally tan, valley-girl speaking and
manicured mothers.”
through each picture. Styles
such as “loose braids,” “low
ponytails”
and
“half-up
hair” were said to be “new,”
though they are older than
Methuselah. Yes, they are
classics, but they are by no
means “new,” even if a stylist
named Guido is telling us so.
Don’t worry, it gets even
worse. In another article
featured on MSN titled,
“What Your Jeans Say About
You (According to Guys!),” I
knew I would find plenty of
tips and comments written
by fake men. According to

too cool for school? Should I
drop out?
Don’t believe everything
you read. Also, note that,
“Intentionally
frayed
or
distressed jeans distress
him.” I will give them this.
Overly distressed jeans could
distress anyone, not only the
cute metrosexual in your
accounting class.
As sad as these featured
articles were, I couldn’t
help but read more of them.
Of course these articles are
being featured, when people
like me are reading them for

nothing but to nitpick and
critique each line. It is I who
promote such faulty fashion
advice with each click of
the mouse (or lack thereof).
They’re purposely out to
get the picky reader and the
reader who knows nothing at
all. The in-betweeners don’t
care.
Perhaps everything has
already been done. There are
no new looks. The fashion
world has obviously gone
green because it recycles
everything. Someday, maybe
not too far into the future,
every man may start wearing
tights and skirts again, bowl
cuts — kill me now — will
return
vehemently
and
corsets will be required after
the empire waist goes out of
vogue, once more.
Oh, well. As long as you
go forth and conquer the
semblance you are attempting
to pull off, keep reading —
and therefore, promoting
— these articles full of faux
pas and “duh” moments. And
by all means, walk around
campus sporting a “new”
look. You have my blessing.
But please, no bowl cuts.

An open letter to a
resident manager
Dear Resident Managers,

BY TYLER SORENSEN
sorensty@mnstate.edu

I hope you don’t think me foolish for
writing to you like this. I mean, you
probably won’t even remember little
ol’ me with all those tenants and all.
I used to live in your fancy apartment
building — you know, the blue and gray
warehouse next to the Jiffy Lube? Yes
sir, I lived there for 14 months. Now, I
know it’s only been three whole weeks
since I moved out but honestly, tie me to
a pig and roll me in the mud if I haven’t
thought of you fellers every day since
then!
Just thinking back here, I remember
when I signed the lease. You corralled
me and my roommates into your very
own abode like a couple’a rented sugar
mill mules. Gosh, there were so many
people coming and going and signing
them dotted lines, a country boy like me
could barely wrap my noodle around the
deal! It was awfully nice of you to let
us do it on your kitchen table, though.
That’s hospitality, that is. You don’t
have to ask me twice.
Oh, and the move-in day, how could I
forget the move-in day? That was real
kind of you to meet us when we were
hauling our thingamajigs and whatnot.
I’m not gonna lie, I was ignorant of the

fact that there was dust on our ceiling
fan till you pointed it out. But like you
said, we wouldn’t need to worry about
that till we moved out 14 months later.
You like to do your planning ahead’a
time. I like that.
Sorry I put you on the spot that day
when I asked for a copy of our lease
agreement. You were right to not
remember to give it to me. Heck, if
I knew you were cooking food at the
time, I would’a never asked! I know
if I’m cooking my famous ham hock
jambalaya, I myself am liable to forget
lots of things too.
But boy howdy, it sure was a shock
when you told us recently that our
lease was 13 months ‘stead’a the 14
that I thought it was. And how we
automatically renewed our lease for
another year when we paid the 14th
month’s rent? That smarts, I’ll tell ya
what. At that time, I wished I had that
rental agreement on me like stink on a
polecat!
The thing that perplexed me was, I
had sent you one of them electronic
letters a few weeks before that, on
account’a I was moving out and needed
verification from my new place. I
brought up the 14 month lease then and
wasn’t told otherwise. I thought you

could’a corrected me or something and
prevented the whole situation. Then
again, if you’re anything like me, you
don’t see no use in reading anyway.
Can’t blame you for that.
It’s too bad that when we gave you our
we’re-moving-see-you-later letter —
typed up all businesslike and everything
— you said it was too late. It was
‘specially too bad too, considering we
turned it in when you told us to. But you
said you had been “confused” earlier.
Your one job task confuses you? Shucks,
I can relate to that!
I get confused at my work all the time.
One time on the farm I was so confused
I accidentally got my bag of chicken
feed mixed up with my bag of cow
manure. I’m guessing it’s the same way
with you. ‘Cept when I get confused,
I don’t hastily bind my chickens to an
unconventional contract and make them
eat manure for another year till they find
another group of chickens to take their
place at the coop. But thanks a million
for the mighty fine idea!
Anyway, I hope this letter has found
you well. Be sure to say hello to the new
tenants for me, ya hear?
Best regards,
Tyler
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seemed like a perfect way to have
fun and make money.”
Kaija’s site, Greenfinch Studio,
provides shoppers with an array
of vintage-inspired pieces.
“I like to recycle old pieces
of jewelry and make collages
– especially using anything
vintage,” she said.
This year, Kaija said she
revamped the appearance of
her online shop and made a
few changes in jewelry design.
The makeover has proven to be
profitable.
“It all just depends on how
much work you put into it,” Kaija
said.
Before starting her Etsy account
in April 2009, Kaija sold her
pieces to gift shops, at craft fairs
and consignment galleries. It was
during the Fargo Street Fair that
she and her sister Chelsea began
selling hand-crafted jewelry
together. The two sold side-byside for awhile, but soon realized
their creations were too different
to share the same name.
It was then that Chelsea Thorson
created Raine Design, her own
brand-name jewelry and home
accessory line which utilizes
urban materials to woo customers.
A barista by trade, the 24-yearold architectural design graduate
of NDSU has been working at
various Atomic Coffee locations
for more than three years.
When she isn’t catering to people
in need of a quick caffeine fix,
she experiments with materials
such as concrete and reflective
construction tape.
Many of her latest creations
are concrete rings, necklaces,
earrings and even mini-concrete
villages. She uses whatever
interesting materials she can find.
Moss, metals and other recycled
matter have been used on various
crafting occasions, as well.
An Etsy member since January
2011, Chelsea began catching the
eye of intrigued shoppers after
only a few weeks of creating her
virtual shop.
Raine Design continued to create
quite a buzz in the Etsy circle. She

Features

was eventually featured in one of
their email newsletters, which are
sent out to thousands of other Etsy
members. She even managed to
captivate buyers from boutiques
in Los Angeles and Miami, who
have bought more than 60 of her
pieces so far.
Well-known businesses have
been known to graze Etsy in hopes
of finding new merchandise for
their stores. This keeps Etsians on
their toes.
“It’s such a big thing that you can
be pretty much found by Urban
Outfitters – they’ll do that – or
Anthropologie, and they’ll find
someone and ask them, ‘Will you
make a thousand of these?’ You
can have so many opportunities,”
Chelsea said.
It may seem like the Thorson
girls have hit it big-time with
the attention they’ve received,
but Chelsea warns current and
potential Etsy sellers that, “It’s
not as easy as it seems, and it’s
not as lucrative as it seems. It’s
20 dollars here and there.” She
continued, adding, “For people
who want to do Etsy, definitely
don’t do it if you just are looking
to make money. You don’t make
that much money.”
Though a sale is made every
two days, Chelsea is happy if she
breaks even. “It’s more of doing
something you love to do, and
that’s your hobby, and selling it
for fun. It’s slow but steady. It’s
like the equivalent of my tip jar at
Atomic. It’s not like a paycheck,
but it’s nice.”
Nice is right. Especially when
you don’t have to worry about
spending money on advertising.
“It’s so awesome,” Chelsea
said, “because you don’t have to
market yourself. For me, it’s sort
of hands off – here’s my product.
I design it. I don’t really care who
likes it, but if you do, here it is.
That’s what I love about it. You
don’t really have to force it down
people’s throats. Put it up and
leave it. It does its own work.”
This “hands off” mentality
is exactly what many find so
attractive about the way Etsy is
set up. The cost to post each item
is only 20 cents, and sellers earn
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Photo submitted by Salvaged Designs

This trendy necklace, made of coral and metal, is one of the many pieces featured on Salvaged Designs.

Concrete and moss rings add an urban feel to your phalanges.

most of what they sell. A small
percentage of the commission
goes to Etsy and PayPal, but the
majority of the earnings go to the
seller.
Lexie Thorson, 21, a former
MSUM
student,
utilizes
materials such as feathers,
recycled metals and other used
finds for her pieces on Salvaged
Designs. Practicality was the
reason she began her jewelry
making.
“Honestly, things in stores are
really expensive. And maybe
I’m just really cheap, but I
look at necklaces and I’m like,
‘Really? I could make that.’
So, I started making things for
myself,” she said.

While sporting one of her
own
hand-made
necklaces,
a woman strolling through
the mall approached Lexie
and complimented her on the
adornment. The woman liked it
so much Lexie sold it to her for
$10.
That was the start of something
salvaged, something recycled,
and something new – the
materials she would use to make
her Salvaged Designs jewelry
line.
Lexie mainly deals with feathers
and metals, but she stretched
her limits for a contest held by
West Acres Shopping Center
in Fargo, which focused on
creating environmentally friendly

Photo submitted by Raine Design

accessories.
In their “Design Green, Win
Green” contest, she won third
prize – a check for $250 – by
creating shoes, a necklace,
bracelets and earrings made from
recycling the popped inner tube
of a bike.
Needless to say, these women
do not lack innovative and artistic
talent. The three sisters have all
gained attention for their stylish
pieces, but they each have their
own distinctive spin on crafting.
Kaija’s vintage flare differs
greatly with Chelsea’s urban
designs and Lexie’s earthy,
natural creations.
However, for many Etsy crafters
– if not most – products go
unnoticed and sales go unsold.
The key is to be creative enough
with the products they design and
make.
“There’s a big difference
between buying and selling on
Etsy,” Lexie noted. “You need to
find something that no one else is
doing.”
Photography and presentation
go a long way as well. The
Thorsons photograph their own
items, but each piece is presented
and modeled in a professional
fashion.
Descriptions are also crucial.
Adding
personality
and
professionalism will complement
an already unique product and
gain favor with the targeted
audience of buyers.
With Etsy providing a simpler
way to get noticed, more success
is sure to follow.

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
daysofourmeghan.blogspot.com
Greenfinch Studio, Kaija Thorson’s jewelry line, presents vintage charm in a modern setting.

Photo submitted by Greenfinch Studio
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Where do the tuition dollars go?
MSUM tuition and fees, explained

Jean Hollaar, associate vice president of finance and administration, explained each fee of
MSUM student tuition, while referring to information at www.mnstate.edu/busoff/tuitionfees.

Tuition

Tuition goes toward instructor salaries and maintaining
the buildings in which classes are held. It also goes toward
classroom resources.

Differential tuition

Differential tuition is a program-based tuition for classes
that use more specific resources, such as certain software.
For a complete list of differential tuition, see mnstate.edu/
busoff/tuitionfees and click on “differential tuition.”

Activity and event fee

The activity fee goes toward the student activity budget, which funds clubs
and student organizations. It also pays the Office of Student Organizations
employees. Money from this fee also funds athletic programs.

Health and wellness fee

The health and wellness fee pays for Hendrix Health Center and the
Wellness Center staff and services.

Student union fee

This fee goes toward maintaining the CMU and paying CMU employees. It
also provides office space for student organizations and services such as The
Underground, Etcetera Shop, Subs and Sweets and the ROC.

Green fee

The green fee, or environmental fee,
goes toward the development of a “green
campus,” which includes maintaining the
residence halls’ recycling program and
holding eco-friendly events.

Student technology fee

The student technology fee purchases computers, printers,
software and supplies in the 24-hour computer labs and in
classrooms. It also pays student workers for web maintenance
and technical support, and is used for purchasing equipment for
wireless Internet on campus.

MSUSA fee

The state-wide Minnesota State University
Student Association fee provides money
for scholarships, student programs,
student government resources and student
representation within MnSCU.

Text, graphics and layout by CHARLY HALEY • haleych@mnstate.edu

‘Passage’ brings India to Fargo
BY TYLER SORENSEN
sorensty@mnstate.edu

For being the only authentic Indian
restaurant in North Dakota, Passage
to India doesn’t flaunt the honor too
much.
Modestly nestled between a
pawn shop and the local motor
vehicle department, the restaurant
front is unassuming and strictly
conventional.
From the parking lot, it’s difficult
not to be skeptical. Could there really
be decent southern Indian cuisine –

in the back of a Fargo strip mall?
The answer is yes, and the food is
much more than decent.
Once inside, one is immediately
greeted by a host and shown to
a table. Don’t expect foreign
silverware or an unusual seating
arrangement; the dining format
doesn’t stray too far from the
standard sit-down restaurant.
The ambience in Passage to
India is generally simple and

subdued. A palette of rich, earthy
colors enhance the space along
with a few exotic decorations,
like a trickling fountain that sits
in one corner. The traditional
Indian music and overall lighting
are also decidedly soft.
The only detractors from the
restaurant’s pleasant atmosphere
are the pair of flat-panel
televisions that play over-thetop Bollywood musicals. While
the movies are certainly fun (and
muted), one can’t ignore their
out-of-place novelty value in an

otherwise semi-formal restaurant.
Fortunately, what makes up for
any minor misstep is the entire
reason you visit Passage to India:
the food.
Preceding every meal is a basket
of complementary papadums,
which are perhaps best described
as large, thin wheat crisps. Served
with a side of mild chutney, the
papadums are a fine diversion but
not enough to stave off any real
appetite.
In lieu of a true appetizer,
naan is a must-try at any Indian

restaurant, especially Passage to
India where it must be ordered
separately.
The menu offers several
varieties of flatbread, including
garlic, aloo (spiced potato), and
kabuli (fruit and nuts). If the plain
naan is any reasonable indication
of the others, an adventurous
patron would do well to pick any
of the other flavors at random.
Most of the entrees are served
ADVO EATS, BACK PAGE
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JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnsate.edu

Passage to India, North Dakota’s only authentic Indian restaurant, is located at 855 45th St. S., Fargo
between 9th Ave. S. and 7th Ave. SW.
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New international Dragons go for a nature ride to Itasca State Park
BY RICHA NEUPANE
neupaneri@mnstate.edu

Thousands of miles away
from home, many of MSUM’s
international
students
were
presented with an opportunity to
explore the U.S.
On Aug. 14, as part of their
International Student Orientation,
60 of MSUM’s 118 international
students went to Minnesota’s
Itasca State Park. They were led
by Ludmi Herath, international
student programs coordinator for
international student services.
The journey to Itasca was the
students’ first experience with an
American road trip.
The students’ diversity and
camaraderie intrigued the locals
too. This was proven by the
questioning glances of people
at McDonald’s, where the
international students stopped for
breakfast.
“I do remember all the old
people and kids there looking at
us like we’re a group of tourists or
something,” said Aimee Mazoyo,
from Zimbabwe.

At Itasca, the group first went
to the Jacob V. Brower Visitor
Center. It showcased exhibit of
different species inside the park
area, culture and lifestyle of
people who lived in and around
the park.
Next they went to the
headwaters of the Mississippi
River.
Yumi Takamatsu, an exchange
student from Asia Pacific
University in Japan said that it
was a great opportunity, and not
everybody gets to see where the
Mississippi River starts.
Later the students participated
in different activities such as
cycling and boating. Some were
excited and others were petrified
first-timers who went canoeing in
the Mississippi.
The trip was an opportunity for
the international students to bond
well with new-found friends from
all over the world.
“It was amazing,” Takamatsu
said. “I got to know a lot of
people.”

Film Studies and graphic
communications merge
BY CONOR HOLT
holtco@mnstate.edu

While not apparent to most
students, MSUM has a new
department on campus: cinema
arts and digital technologies. The
new department combines the
former film studies department
and the graphic communications
program.
The new department will
be beneficial for students of
both programs, said professor
Tom Brandau, chair of the new
department.
“There were courses and there

were applications that graphic
communications offered that our
film students were interested in,
and vice versa,” Brandau said.
The creation of the CADT
department does not affect the
existing majors in both programs:
students will still graduate with
a degree in film or graphic
communications.
The idea of combing the two
programs into one department
had been growing for some time.
With the growing importance
of computer technology in
filmmaking, the union of film and

Photos submitted by Ludmi Herath

graphic communications made
sense for both programs.
“Filmmaking these days has
much more to do with image
manipulation than just image
acquisition,” said Brandau.
Graphic
communications
professor Mike Ruth and
professor Kyja KristjanssonNelson, former film studies chair
who is currently on sabbatical,
had worked on the idea for
several years.
They presented the proposed
department to Tim Borchers,
dean of arts and humanities as

Nursing program going online
BY ANDREW JASON
jasonan@mnstate.edu

This May will mark a changing point for the
nursing program at MSUM. The last class of the
Bachelor of Science in nursing program will be
graduating. This will be the last class to graduate
from MSUM with a Bachelor of Science in nursing.
They will also be the last to attend on campus nursing
courses. All courses for nursing students will now be
online.
Barbara Matthees, the chair of the school of nursing
and healthcare leadership, explains that the decision
to cut the BSN program was made because it was
expensive to run and not many students were enrolling
in the program. Instead, the nursing program will
now focus its attention on the registered nursing to
BSN program. The RN to BSN program has been
at MSUM since 1976 and has graduated more than
1,000 students.

“We have students from all over Minnesota and
North Dakota,” Matthees said.
Many people choose this online option to advance
their education. Most registered nurses receive an
Associate’s Degree and then have to take an exam
from the state. A BSN education is more extensive
and research based. MSUM’s RN to BSN program is
a popular option.
As well as the RN to BSN degree, MSUM also offers
a Master’s of Science program that prepares students
as a nurse educator or an adult health clinical nurse
specialist. Also offered is a Doctor of Nursing Practice,
which is part of a consortium of four universities. This
program is for students who have a master’s degree and
want to continue their education.
These changes mean the nursing department doesn’t
look like it used to. The department has no class room
space, only offices.
“The only time we’ll see students is when they to
come to visit us,” Matthees said.

the proposal included moving the
graphic communications program
from the business college to the
arts and humanities college. With
the dean’s approval, the proposal
had to be brought before multiple
university boards. Film studies
has been its own department

for several years. Graphic
communications was part of the
department of technology, which
also included constructional
management and operations
management.
“The approval process was
CADT, BACK PAGE
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LOGO, FROM FRONT
considering separating the two
logos, and the two identities,”
Johnson said.
MSUM partnered with Larsen,
a Minneapolis design firm
founded by MSUM alumnus Ted
Larsen, to design the new logo,
print and signage.
The colors of the new logo were
chosen because of previous color
schemes associated with MSUM.
The flame was chosen to
highlight academics and because
of the previous association with
the Dragon.
A recent development in the
news regarding the logo has
been focused on the perceived
similarities to the logo of the
Minnesota Historical Society.
“My boss showed me the story
on the news on WDAY,” Brynna
Trowbridge, MSUM junior,
said. “If you saw one, and the
other one at a separate time, you
could associate it with the other
organization. They’re similar
enough to where it could be
confusing.”
“Since I work on campus
I’ve known about (the new
logo) for awhile, longer than
the average student,” Jesse
Trelstad, MSUM senior, said.
He only recently caught wind
of both logos’ similarities.
Trelstad found out about the
similarity from a friend posting
both logos on Facebook about
two weeks ago, and decided to
post them as well to see what
students thought.
“I think it’s kind of ridiculous,
they’re just so similar,” Trelstad
said.

“(The Minnesota Historical
Society’s) current logo was
brought to our attention,” Johnson
said. “After we had decided
on our look and logo it was
brought to our attention. We had
conversations with the Minnesota
Historical Society, and we made
some alterations to our logo in
good faith. Both MSUM and the
Minnesota Historical Society
mutually agreed that this logo
is different enough that there’s
no concern any longer. We have
had conversations and email
exchanges, it’s agreed upon that
everything is fine.”
Both Johnson and Trelstad did
note that many universities and
organizations use a flame motif in
their logos to represent the “flame
of knowledge.” The University
of North Dakota and Minnesota
State University Mankato both
use flames in their university
branding.
While the logo has been
the focus of the new branding
initiative, a lot more went into the
new image.
“How do we want to position
ourselves?” Johnson said.
MSUM conducted surveys
with about 3,000 people linked to
the university — either student,
faculty, staff or alumni, and with
about 2,000 people without any
ties to the university.
The results from the survey
research revealed that survey
takers believed MSUM to have
exceptional faculty, a “just-right”
size and a welcoming college
atmosphere.
Johnson said they plan to
capitalize on these strengths in the
new branding push, specifically

by tying exceptional faculty
to being a strong academic
university. Videos are in
production for each department,
documenting specific student
success stories on how MSUM
has helped them.
Athletics and a lack of identity
were two of the major weaknesses
observed. Athletics already have
the Dragon as their own now, and
in regards to the lack of identity,
Johnson says that Larsen has
worked on MSUM’s signage,
print and logo design, and hopes
to unify all those aspects with this
new campaign.
Future projects involve new
physical signage around the
perimeter of campus to give
MSUM a strong physical presence
in the community, MSUM
Alumnews,
and
admission
literature and pamphlets.
The branding initiative will
be evaluated by the marketing
department in three to five years
to determine reaction and gauge
feedback.
Look in next week’s Advocate
for a reaction from the campus
community.
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Check out some of these
unused logo ideas

To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
mattjbeckman.blogspot.com

Changes made to faculty
representation structure
BY KRISTIN KIRTZ
kirtzkr@mnstate.edu

CLASSIFIEDS

Employment

ID
D iscount with Colle ge
Moorhead Location Only

1314 1st Ave N

218.236.5978

PT Production Asst/Svc
Rep wanted. Positive
personality, work w/ink
cartridges and retail
customers. High level of
customer service required.
$8.50 start. Hrs: 3-7 TuTh, 3-6 Fri, 9-4 Sat. Call
Rapid Refill
701-297-7675 or email
resume to tricia.schmitz@
rapidrefillink.net.

On Aug. 1, MSUM faculty
officially went from being a
committee structure to a senate
last month.
For about two
years now the faculty has been
working on figuring out a new
system of representation and
decision making.
Theodore
Gracyk,
the
president of the newly formed
MSUM Faculty Association,
explained why the faculty felt it
was time for a change.
“We wanted a structure to
make sure everything came
to a single place where the
faculty was represented and
the faculty could collectively
make a decision and it was the
one decision of the faculty,”
Gracyk said.

The
committee
structure
worked but it was a lot less
organized and issues were
handled by many different
groups who didn’t communicate
with each other. Much of the
time, conflicts occurred between
these groups when they talked to
the administration.
Gracyk said although the
transition will probably be
invisible to most students,
faculty will see the difference.
“The goal is the make the
process more democratic in
getting more faculty involved,”
Gracyk said.
There are now 22 senate
members and seven officers,
Gracyk explained. Now more
faculty in more departments
will get a say in what the faculty
decisions are.
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Early Education looks back on move
BY JANAE BOSWELL
boswellja@mnstate.edu

In January, the Early Education
Center will celebrate its second
year at its new location in
Lommen. The move took two to
three years of planning before
construction began. Lacey Saga,
MSUM early education graduate
and current director of the Early
Education Center, was teaching at
the time of the planning.
“We were super excited about
the move,” she said. “At the
time when we were planning and
talking about it, I was still just
teaching here in the 3- and 4-yearolds rooms, there was a different
director. When we actually
moved, the previous director
retired, and I became the new
director, so I was in charge when
we actually made the move.”
The center focuses on different
cognitive developments with
early childhood education, which
ranges from 16 months to 8 years

old. Each group of children has
their own certified teacher with
an additional teacher’s aide,
who is typically an MSUM
student enrolled in the childhood
education program. The center
has 36 children enrolled, all of
whom are taught in specific age
group programs such as toddler,
preschool or kindergarten.
“Every age group has its own
room,” Saga said. “They are all
connected by doors for safety
purposes; like if there was a lock
down or something, we wouldn’t
have to use the hall.”
The center’s previous location
is just around the corner in
Lommen from where they are
located now. Before the move, the
center wasn’t very secure; it was
spread out and anyone could walk
through the area.
The previous classrooms weren’t
made for children, so the teachers
had to alter the rooms for child
safety. Now the center is a lot
simpler; the rooms are separated

that type of stuff was put into
consideration that children were
going to be here, whereas before,
it was still safe because we had
made it that way, but now it’s
built, so it’s a lot easier for us.”
Along with the new move
came a new calendar for the
center which is now open all
year from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
daily. Previously, the center was
only open during the fall and
spring semesters. Now it is more
community friendly and flexible
for families with a 12-month
calendar.
To schedule a visit to the new
center, email Saga at lacey.saga@
mnstate.edu or call 218.477.2214.
Jessica Fleming • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Early education’s new location has been a welcome change.

by security access doors.
Everything in the new center was
built so the environment is as safe
as possible for the children.

“Everything here is built for the
children. There are finger guards
on all the doors and all of the
flooring is safe,” said Saga. “All

Takeout is green at Kise
BY SAMANTHA STARK
starksa@mnstate.edu

Kise is making takeout both
convenient and environmentally
friendly.
Faculty at Kise Commons
concluded from several surveys
and comment cards that allowing
takeout will give students, faculty
and guests the option to eat
around their active schedules.
From Kise’s “worth-wakingup-early-for” breakfast to their
homemade soups, all Kise has
to offer can now be taken home
or to the dorm. Anyone may take
advantage of this opportunity.
“But if we are going to do this,
we have to do it right,” said
Damian Lewis, Kise’s general
manager, on the new idea of
“green” takeout boxes.
Creating
sustainable,
environmentally safe, plastic

takeout boxes is a small
development, but it will make a
big difference.
“Other colleges have this
option of takeout, but only MSU
Moorhead took it a step further,”
Lewis said.
To get a “green” takeout box, pay
a small, one-time $2 deposit using
Dragon Dollars, cash or credit at
the front cashier. Whether the box
is returned clean or dirty, Kise
replaces it with a clean one.
There are still sick trays available
in foam containers, which are free
upon request.
For a small deposit, MSUM can
take another small step toward
being environmentally friendly.
For more information on Kise,
visit msumdining.com.

Jessica Fleming • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

A student delights in her green cuisine.

Medium
1 Topping
Pizza $7.99
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Dragons begin new seasons
Football
Steve Laqua, MSUM’s new
football coach, began the season
on a high note.
Down by three in the fourth
quarter, the Dragons rallied
with two quick touchdowns to
earn a 28-17 victory over Robert
Morris University on Saturday at
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Senior quarterback Kevin
Koch threw for 281 yards and
four touchdowns in the Dragons’
victory. He combined with junior
tight end Shawn Marlowe from
16 yards out for the Dragons’
first touchdown pass. Senior wide
receiver Kendall Hendon caught a
pair of 10-yard touchdown passes
and totaled 123 yards on eight
receptions. Senior wide receiver

The Dragon volleyball team
opened their 2011 season in
the UNO Tournament against
Northwest
Missouri
State
University and the University of
Nebraska at Omaha on Friday.
In the first match against
Northwest
Missouri
State,
the
Bearcats
topped
the
Dragons three games to one
(25-15, 25-22, 20-25, 25-16).
After falling short the first
two sets, the Dragons came
back to take the third match by
five. The fourth and final set
went in favor of the Bearcats.
Dragon junior outside hitter
Heidi Lensing posted eight kills
and 11 digs. Junior Meredith
Egeland also put down eight
kills while recording three block
assists.

The MSUM Cross Country
teams traveled to Sioux Falls,
S.D., to participate in the
Augustana Twilight meet Friday
night and finished with a runner
in the top 10 on both the men’s
and women’s sides.
The top finisher among the
Dragon women was senior
Danielle
Thompson,
who
finished with a time of 17
minutes, 43.79 seconds in the

Alex Pearson caught a 27-yard
touchdown in the fourth quarter.
“I was excited about how we
overcame adversity,” Laqua
said. “We could have packed
it in when we fell behind a
couple of times, but we didn’t.
That shows a lot about our
people and our football team.”
Senior running back E’boni
Lucious-West carried the ball
19 times for 100 yards while
senior wide receiver Brandon
Thompson tallied 78 yards on 13
carries. MSUM totaled 481 yards
to Robert Morris’ 275 yards.
MSUM (1-0) will host Winona
State in its NSIC opener this
Saturday.

Volleyball

Other notable performances
came from junior Anna Olson,
who charted 38 assists and
junior Katy Ness with 17 digs.
The Dragons’ second match of
the day was a competitive one,
but Nebraska-Omaha managed
to defeat them in five sets (2523, 12-25, 25-22, 16-25, 15-12).
Freshman outside hitter Morgan
Gradishar lead the Dragons with
17 kills, 10 digs and two block
assists. Lensing contributed 13
kills and 10 digs.
Sophomores Ashley Feldman
and Annie Palmquist chipped in
12 kills each. Olson posted 55
assists, and Ness tallied 17 digs.
The Dragons managed to split
day two of the UNO Tournament.
In the first match of the day,
they fell short of the University of

Cross Country
three-mile run, placing tenth
overall.
Notable
finishes
included
sophomore Megan Ackerman
with a time of 18:36.46, sophomore
Kelly Brammer recording an
18:48.92 and freshman Savannah
Link with an 18:50.30.
Junior Clayton Foster topped the
Dragon men’s team with a fourmile time of 19:44.20, placing
eighth overall.

BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

The Dragon women’s soccer
team began the season with two
strong wins over the weekend.
In their season opener against
Benedictine University on Friday,
the Dragons tallied five goals to
start the season with a 5-1 victory.
Sophomore forward Amanda
Wurdeman scored two goals in
the first half to power the offense.
Team captains Katherine Adams
and Abby Kettler each scored
one goal in the first half while
fellow senior Shiree Lindholm
scored the only second-half goal.

Arkansas-Fort Smith, three games
to zero (25-16, 25-20, 25-16).
Olson led the way for the Dragons
with 29 assists and 11 digs.
Lensing added eight kills and 11
digs, Palmquist added nine kills,
and Egeland posted eight kills.
The Dragons’ second outing
was a strong one, as they defeated
Southeastern Oklahoma State
University in three sets (2517, 25-11, 25-20) moving the
Dragons’ overall record to 1-3.
Once again Olson set the pace
with 32 assists and 10 digs. Lensing
and Palmquist both posted 10
kills and Ness added 18 digs.
The Dragons return home to
host the Tharaldson Classic
Tournament on Friday and
Saturday in Nemzek Fieldhouse.

Sophomore Taylor Johnson
earned the second best time
among Dragon men with a twelfth
place finish at 19:48.60 and
freshmen Jason Dowell posted a
19:58.19 for eighteenth place.
The Dragon Cross Country
team’s next event is Friday in
Glyndon, Minn., where they
will compete in the Randy Smith
Invitational.

Soccer
MSUM dominated in shots
on goal with 17 compared to
Benedictine’s six. Sophomore
goalkeeper Victoria Hoffman
played the full game and saved
three shots on goal.
The next day, the team rounded
out their weekend in Wisconsin
with their second win of the
season over Viterbo University.
The Dragons out-shot the
V-Hawks 7-2 in the first
half, but the game remained
a scoreless tie at halftime.
Viterbo posted the first goal

of the game at the 54th minute,
but Wurdeman added a goal
of her own at the 71st minute.
With just over two minutes to
play, junior midfielder Jordyn
Wallenborn
notched
the
game-winning
goal
(2-1).
Wallenborn and junior
midfielder Ashley Swanson each
tallied an assist in the game.
The Dragons soccer team will
host their first home game of the
season at 4 p.m. on Friday against
Jamestown (N.D.) College.
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VETERANS CENTER, FROM FRONT
Sandau agreed, “It’s a great
place to do homework.”
Vets can use the computers
in the center instead of going
to crowded computer labs with
extra noise and distractions.
Taking the name of a general
Now that the center has been
relocated and revamped, it is in
the process of being named.
“Our intention is to name
the center after Maj. Gen.
Larry Shellito,” said Dave
Bellefeuille, Veterans Resource
Coordinator.
Shellito grew up a few blocks

north of campus and received
two bachelor’s degrees and one
master’s degree from MSUM.
He enlisted in 1968 and served
in the Army for more than 42
years. Shellito retired from the
Army in 2010 and is now the
commissioner of the Minnesota
Department
of
Veterans
Affairs.
Bellefeuille presented his
proposal to the student senate
on Thursday and received their
support. Now he is waiting for
the final approval to name the
center after Shellito.

ADVO EATS, FROM PAGE 7

on soft Basmati rice and arrive
in a bowl for the guest to add
together at their discretion. The
nature of the meal encourages
sharing so it’s a good idea
for visitors to order different
dishes.
If the serving sizes seem
scant at first, don’t feel duped;
by the end, you’ll more than
likely need a box for leftovers.
The food is also spicier than
one might imagine. For those
who like their meals a bit sharp,
the lamb pepper fry comes with
high praise. A saute with onions
and tomatoes, this dish is forktender and made with just
enough zest to keep your water
refills at a minimum.
Passage to India offers
several traditional options
for dessert if you can manage
most of your plate. One of the
more interesting choices is
gulab jamun, which the menu

CADT, FROM PAGE 8

fall has a spectacular lineup with shows premiering
September through November.
Monday’s lineup includes “Gossip Girl” and “Harts
of Dixie” playing alongside “Dancing with the Stars,”
followed by “Castle,” “Hawaii Five-O” and an all-new
show, “The Playboy Club.”
Tuesday leads off an interesting mix of hit shows
that will be fighting for ratings, including “Glee,”
“NCIS” and “90210.” “Ringer” follows at 8 p.m. and
“Unforgettable” at 9 p.m. “Glee” will make life very
difficult for all the shows in the same time slot, and
with “90210” in its fourth season, this could mean the
life or death of this television drama.
Wednesday at 8 p.m. is the start of the seventh season
of “Criminal Minds” followed by “Revenge” at 9 p.m.
On Thursday, the third season of “Vampire Diaries”
begins, followed by the new show, “The Secret Circle,”
which is based on books written by the same author, L.J.

Smith. Also on Thursday nights is the remake show,
“Charlie’s Angels,” as well as “Persons of Interest,”
“Bones,” “Grey’s Anatomy” and “The Mentalist.”
Friday starts with “Nikita” followed by the season
premiere of “Supernatural.” “Fringe” is at 8 p.m.,
and “Grimm” is playing against “Supernatural” and
“Fringe.”
Sunday includes “Once Upon a Time,” “The Good
Wife” and the new show “Pan Am.”
I wish I had time to detail all of these amazing shows.
Don’t stick with just the shows you know, branch out
and try a few new ones. Who knows, you might just
find a hidden gem in the mix.
For more information on television show
times and reviews check out Zap2it.com and
TVGuide.com.

describes as “fried milk balls
cooked and soaked in sugar
syrup.”
While galub jamun may
not sound as appetizing after
reading that description, it is
definitely worth the leap. Think
of soft donut holes in maple
syrup. Just enjoy your first
bite with extra care. The menu
leaves out one key detail: The
dessert is served scalding hot.
With most entrees priced
at $12, the restaurant will
hardly make anyone’s college
hangout, but for a break
from value meals, Passage to
India warrants the occasional
journey.

To read more from this
writer, view his blog at
tylersorensen.blogspot.com

discover their purpose in life.
Film
student
Shane
Mackinnon is directing the film.
His directing duties include
setting deadlines for the models
and assigning tasks to the class.
Mackinnon likes that the
new department doesn’t change
the individual degrees of each
program.
“It’s a first step in a long
road, and this first step seems
solid,” Mackinnon said.
The class is hoping to submit
the finished film to festivals,
including the upcoming Fargo
Film Festival. Ruth hopes that
this class can be offered every
semester.
Curriculum is unchanged
this year, but in future years it
will be different. One change
this year is that the annual
film department picnic, held in
anniversary of the creation of
the film studies department, is
now the cinema arts and digital
technologies picnic.
“Our wish in this transitional
year is to encourage both groups
of students to come together in
a social level which we hope
will eventually lead to more
collaborations on an artistic and
technical level,” Brandau said.
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Just fill in
the
blank belo
w with
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te
menu item
.

If there’s one thing I’ve learned in school, it’s the ability to cut on
a dotted line, which is evident by my awesome clipping of this
coupon. So now I would like my reward of a 20%

discount on my favorite Paradiso meal: __________.

Offer expires 12/31/11.
PAR30597

801 38th St S, Fargo, ND
www.paradiso.com

Carefully cut along the dotted line to cash in your savings.

actually not too difficult,”
Brandau said. “It was fairly
smooth sailing.”
The combination of the two
programs results in a larger
department, now one of the
largest on campus.
In the future, students of the
department will most likely
be able to take classes in both
programs.
Also, professors could teach
classes in both programs:
Kristjansson-Nelson
could
teach animation in the GCOM
program, and Ruth could teach
in the film program.
“I think it’s going to open
up a lot of opportunities for
everyone,” Ruth said.
One example of the new
cooperation between film and
GCOM is the animation studio
class. The class is made up
of GCOM, film and music
industry students, with the goal
of the class being to create a
short computer-animated film.
Film students are writing
and directing the short film;
GCOM students are designing
and rendering the models, and
music students are handling the
sound design.
The script, by film student
Ben Pimlott, is about a circus of
down-and-out robot performers
who befriend a young girl and

TV SHOWS, FROM PAGE 3
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